fisheries continue with unreasonable positions being maintained by parties, then the commission will contemplate all necessary measures to conserve the mackerel stock and safeguard EU interests," she said.
The EU, which suspects Iceland's decision is being driven by the parlous state of its economy, says it will consider abandoning all fishing agreements with the stateswhich could spell chaos for efforts to conserve stocks such as cod. Another possibility is trade sanctions, or preventing Icelandic boats from landing fish in Europe. Iceland made a disastrous inroad into the financial markets which collapsed in the recession of 1998 with many EU investors worried they could lose their money in Iceland banks. The UK, for one, froze Iceland assets, creating a hostile atmosphere between the two countries.
Iceland's latest move has seen discussions between the Scottish and Norwegian governments on possible The European Union is finding itself in an escalating battle with Iceland over what was thought to be one of the Union's few fisheries success stories: mackerel. The rising tension follows Iceland's unilateral decision to catch three times as much mackerel this year as the EU considers reasonable, prompting a similar move by the Danish-owned Faroe Islands that lie between Scotland and Iceland. Although Denmark is a member of the EU and subject to the common fisheries policy, the Faroe Islands are not, and so are able to determine their own fisheries policy.
Iceland, which had a reputation for responsible management of fish stocks within the 320 km territorial water limit, created in the 1970s, has shocked fisheries scientists and conservationists with its new plan for mackerel. The Federation of Icelandic Fishing Vessel Owners defended its behaviour as "legal and responsible".
Iceland has been in fishing dispute with its neighbours before: in the 1970s, when it unilaterally declared its 320 km fishing limit, it fell into dispute with Britain, whose fishermen were used to trawling in these waters. Iceland won, and the UK's fishing fleet consequently shrunk substantially, and its key fishing ports now handle mostly Iceland vessels with Icelandcaught fish.
After failing to resolve the dispute, which Brussels says threatens to wreck international fishing agreements, fisheries commissioner Maria Damanaki said the EU would be sending a "very clear message" to the two states demanding a sustainable deal. "However, should the current anarchic situation in the mackerel 
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sanctions. Norway has already refused to accept landing of mackerel from the two fleets.
Scottish fishermen are particularly incensed by Iceland's moves. Scotland lands the bulk of the UK's mackerel quota and has a longstanding agreement with Norway in maintaining sustainable stocks in the north-east Atlantic. Mackerel is the second-most economically important catch in the UK after langoustines (Nephrops). Earlier last month fishermen from Peterhead and Fraserburgh used vans and cars in an effort to prevent the Faroese vessel, Jupiter, unloading 900 tonnes of mackerel at Peterhead.
In further developments, the UK and other fishing nations may seek to damage Iceland's hopes of joining the EU. The Scottish government's fisheries secretary, Richard Lochhead, said: "I am greatly encouraged by the commitment being shown by the EU on this and hope that these matters Challenged: Europe's mackerel fishery has been a rare success story, widely considered sustainable, but now threatened by Iceland and the Faroe Islands. (Photo: Nick Hanna/Alamy.) will be at the fore of Iceland's EU accession negotiations."
For 10 years, the EU, Norway and the Faroe Islands had a trilateral agreement, apportioning fixed shares of the total catch recommended by scientists. But two years agoarguing that shoals were moving north as a result of climate changeIceland began large-scale fishing and set a catch of 115,000 tonnes for 2009. This catch was increased to 130,000 tonnes for 2010 while scientists were recommending a reduction in the overall catch. The Faroe Islands had a four per cent share of the catch in the deal with the EU and Norway. But it has now announced a planned catch of 85,000 tonnes -a 16 per cent share. If all parties catch their declared quotas, 772,000 tonnes will be caught this year, 35 per cent more than the 570,000 tonnes recommended by the International Council for the Exploration of the Seas.
There are hopes that talks later this year between Iceland, the Faroe Islands and the EU will settle this dispute. But the spat reveals just how parlous fishing agreements are. With growing pressure on stocks worldwide, there is a need to flag up those fisheries which are viewed as sustainable and how that status has been achieved.
The Pacific halibut fishery is one widely considered to have transformed into being sustainable. Less than two decades ago, it was seen as a derby-style set up: the fishing season was open for just 72 hours and boats jostled in port waiting for the off. The fishing was dangerous for the fishermen, and resulted in low prices as all the boats returned together at the end of the 72 hours loaded with up to 14 million pounds of halibut that swamped the local infrastructure for processing and distribution. In 1995, the US backed the individual vessel quota system allowing boats to fish whenever they wanted within the now extended season. Once Alaska fishermen changed to the individual fishing quota system, the fishery was transformed. The harvest stabilised and value increased and the market for fresh halibut expanded.
Researchers and politicians hope that the current problems over northeast Atlantic mackerel can be resolved to return to a sustainable and lucrative fishery for all parties involved.
